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What is TrinDocs? 

T rinDocs is a document management and workflow solution that automates the 
routing, storage and retrieval of documents and transactions for any organization. 

TrinDocs integrates seamlessly with virtually any business software and can provide 
immediate return on investment (ROI) by improving efficiency and reducing costs. 
 
This solution provides the features and scalability found in Fortune 100 companies at a more 
reasonable price point.  Why would you spend more for the same thing?  Why don’t you get more 
from your current solution? 
 
TrinDocs is different because it has been designed from the ground up to automate and streamline 
processes.  Scanning, storing and retrieving is not enough today.  Specifically, the vision behind our 
solution is to help companies handle inbound transactions such as inbound e-mail attachments. With 
TrinDocs, these transactions are automatically processed. 
 

InboundAutomation 
InboundAutomation™ is our unique phrase to describe the essence of what TrinDocs does better 
than anyone else. InboundAutomation is the process of automating the receipt, data read, routing 
and entry of inbound electronic content.  All business software solutions today enable an 
organization to send electronic transaction content (invoices, receipts, work orders, timesheets and 
more).  However, there are no solutions designed to enable an organization to RECEIVE such 
content!  TrinDocs enables organizations to automate the receipt and processing of those 
transactions. 
 
When you receive electronic content (such as a vendor e-mailing a PDF invoice), what steps do you 
take today to process it?  Do you print it?  Do you key it?  Do you need to review or match it?  Do 
your locations need to see it?  Does it need approval?  
  
TrinDocs enables ALL of those steps to be completely automated!  Our solution will even monitor a 
designated mailbox for you to watch for these transactions coming in!  It will automatically receive 
them, verify them, apply business rules, route them for approval and, when finished, it will 
automatically put the information into your business software!  We can virtually eliminate the need 
for data entry and manual routing.  And, the final document is automatically stored in a secure, 
electronic format that is instantly retrievable from your software, a browser or even our mobile app 
(Yes, we have a mobile app to search, retrieve and approve documents!). 
 

TrinDocs for Dynamics 
 

• TrinDocs has 20 plus years’ experience with Dynamics 
technology. We are the national experts in NAV and GP 
integration among document management providers.  

 

• TrinDocs can be designed to meet your business needs from 
matching purchase order receipt lines to auto coding on 
invoices that do not have a PO. Ask us how we can 
customize TrinDocs to meet your company’s needs. 

 

• We were built from the ground up specifically for Dynamics NAV and GP. 
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“During iPhone releases, 
TrinDocs helps us 
automate 30,000 invoices 
a month.” 
 
- Teressa Dye, Assistant 
Controller, Cellular Sales 
 
Here are a couple of examples 
of how TrinDocs delivers results 
almost immediately: 
 
• After implementing 

TrinDocs, ProLift Industrial 
Equipment cut the time it 
takes to process an invoice 
by 50% and saved $125,000 
during the first year with 
automation! 

 
• Virginia Tire & Auto, a full-

service auto repair company 
with multiple locations, 
saved over $50,000 in 
courier fees alone! 

Contact Us 
For more information, 
contact us at (859) 309-8742,  
jprichard@trindocs.com or 
visit trindocs.com. 
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